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Attention: Teachers  
 
Wela’liek/Thank you for observing Orange Shirt Day and the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation.  

Discussing the residential school system will evoke emotional responses from both learners and teachers.  
It is important that the cognitive and emotional development of your learners be considered and 
respected when choosing resources and information to be shared. As a support, we suggest the following:  

● Connect with your principal to discuss a home communication that reminds families about Orange 
Shirt Day and that learners will continue to grow their learning about residential school, the trauma 
they caused, and the resilience of the Mi’kmaw people.   

● Preview/pre-read all student resources and videos with colleagues who teach the same grade 
level to determine content that’s an appropriate match for your learners.  

● Connect with a Mi’kmaw/Indigenous Student Support Worker, if one is part of your school’s staff, 
to chat about your intended plans and to invite their guidance and suggestions.  

● Whereas learners in grades 7 to 12 may be exposed to more complex and disturbing details, 
connect with your school’s guidance counsellor in advance of Orange Shirt Day.  

● Allow multiple opportunities for learners to talk about their thoughts and feelings.   

● Learn along with your students, letting them know that these important truths were not previously 
taught in school programs and that you may have to do research together.  

If you have questions or comments, please reach out to your region’s Mi’kmaw Education Coordinator 
or email Mi’kmaw Services Branch at MIKMAQSERVICES@novascotia.ca.  

Again, wela’liek/thank you for your participation and commitment to Truth and Reconciliation, actively 
ensuring that “Every Child Matters.”  
 

National Day for Truth and Reconciliation  

Since 2013, September 30th has been observed as Orange Shirt Day, a phrase coined because of Phyllis 
Webstad, a survivor of St. Joseph Mission Residential School in British Columbia, having had her new orange 
shirt bought by her grandmother, taken from her when she arrived at the school. It has become a symbol of 
the personal stories of the tens of thousands of Indigenous children taken from their families and 
communities, thousands of whom never were to return home. https://youtu.be/E3vUqr01kAk   

Beginning in 2021, September 30th will also be known in Canada as the National Day for Truth and 
Reconciliation. Its name speaks to the importance of two necessary commitments all Canadians must make:  
to learn the truth about Canada’s shared history with Indigenous peoples, including residential schools, and 
to act in ways that nurture ongoing relationships of Reconciliation.   

https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/national-day-truth-reconciliation.html  

https://www.canadiangeographic.ca/article/behind-national-day-truth-and-reconciliation 
  

https://youtu.be/E3vUqr01kAk
https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/campaigns/national-day-truth-reconciliation.html
https://www.canadiangeographic.ca/article/behind-national-day-truth-and-reconciliation
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Truth and Reconciliation Week - NCTR  

Teachers of grades 5 to 12 are encouraged to register for Truth and Reconciliation Week 2022, organized 
by the National Centre of Truth and Reconciliation (NCTR). This link takes you right to the page with the 

free registration for educators’ option through Eventbrite at the bottom. Running daily from Sept 26th to 

Sept 30th, and available as a recorded option beginning 24 hours after airing and ending November 30th, 
there are many sessions with Mi’kmaw content or Mi’kmaw presenters, Phyllis Webstad, and youth 
Autumn Peltier and Emma Stevens (also Mi’kmaw). Session options are in English and French.  

link: https://nctr.ca/education/trw/  

While the truth that needs to be told and learned about Canada’s shared history with Indigenous peoples 
begins with colonization, the focus of this packet is on Canada’s residential school system and:  

● its impact on more than 150,000 Indigenous children taken from their families and communities 

between 1831 and the closure of the last school in Saskatchewan in 1996  

● its pervasive impact on families and communities then and for generations that followed  

● the trauma passed on as its legacy from generation to generation  

● the resilience of the Indigenous peoples of Turtle Island to reclaim their personal and collective 

identities including their respective languages, cultural teachings, and ways of being and 
knowing.  

 

Context for Teachers and Learners  
Refer to the following folders in https://ourcloud.nspes.ca/index.php/s/yfjCngGpYwo5H9N to 
support building your own knowledge about the residential school system in Canada and about 
Shubenacadie Residential School in Nova Scotia:  

• Messages from Mi’kmaw Services Branch, NS EECD  

• Info about Orange Shirt Day l National Day for Truth and Reconciliation  

• For Teachers- Info About Residential Schools including Shubenacadie Residential School   

Activation of Prior Knowledge  
Begin a conversation with learners about the residential school system. The questions and concepts below 
are suggestions to open the discussion. 

● What do you know about the residential school system? What do you know about the 
Shubenacadie Residential School? 

○ Confirm or add to student knowledge by providing details from Facts About Shubenacadie 
Residential School. Refer to folders in   
https://ourcloud.nspes.ca/index.php/s/yfjCngGpYwo5H9N   

● Discuss where the former school site is in reference to the Mi’kmaw communities from which 
children were taken. 

● Discuss the term “survivor”, and how in this context, survivor refers to an Indigenous person who 
attended residential school and lived through the experience. 

https://nctr.ca/education/trw/
https://nctr.ca/education/trw/
https://nctr.ca/education/trw/
https://ourcloud.nspes.ca/index.php/s/yfjCngGpYwo5H9N
https://ourcloud.nspes.ca/index.php/s/yfjCngGpYwo5H9N
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The following suggestions may be used to facilitate continued discussion, to identify areas in need of more 
information, and to pose questions for further study.   

● Discuss the time period in Canadian history in which residential schools were in operation in 

Canada.  

● Discuss the reason the Canadian government gave as to why it established residential schools. 

● Discuss the intent of residential schools and the lasting impacts.  

● Discuss the meaning of intergenerational impacts, as related to the legacy of residential 

schools.  

● Examine the influence certain government policies had on the establishment of residential 

schools and their impacts today.  

 

Presentation of Vimeo: Indigenous Peoples: 2 Broken Identities (Duration: 19 min. password: hd) 
vimeo.com/207110736  

Prior to viewing: Refer to Facts About Shubenacadie Residential School, found in  

https://ourcloud.nspes.ca/index.php/s/yfjCngGpYwo5H9N , previously shared with learners, to  
provide background details about the residential school that was in Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia.   

Focus for viewing: While watching this video, identify impacts of the Shubenacadie Residential School on 
children who would have been taken there and on the Mi’kmaw communities of then and today.  

Sharing and discussion: Following the video, facilitate a discussion with learners by examining residential 
schools as a historical phenomenon. Discuss how this impacted both the people who were sent to 
residential schools, families, and the generations that followed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/207110736
https://vimeo.com/207110736
https://vimeo.com/207110736
https://vimeo.com/207110736
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Finding The Truth - Activity 1 

 
*Please preview all videos in advance of sharing with learners. Some videos include content and images 
that are likely to evoke an emotional response.  
 
Show the following images, from Kamloops and Shubenacadie (see: resources) to learners. Have them share 
their initial impressions using the questions below as a guide.  

● How would you describe the overall tone of each inscription? Consider who wrote each one and for 
what purpose. 

● Why were these plaques put here? What is the purpose? 
○ What is the intention when a government or community marks a specific site with a plaque? 

How can these intentions be different? 

● What is the message of each inscription? 
○ How does the visual aspect influence the message, or how the message could be received? 

● When do you think these messages were created? 

Share the following articles (see resources) with learners to provide background information on both 
Kamloops and Shubenacadie. 

https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-
kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093  

https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/two-former-residential-schools-to-become-national-historic-sites/  

Inform learners that both of these plaques were created before the discoveries of unmarked graves at 
former residential schools. Put learners into small groups and instruct them to discuss how the inscriptions 
on the plaques could be updated to include this new information. How would the message and the tone of 
the message change? After this discussion, learners will write a new, updated inscription (as a class or 
individually) for the Shubenacadie plaque that reflects a local perspective. Teachers can choose how 
learners can share their suggestions and rationales.  

Resources 

https://pcweb.azureedge.net/-/media/WET4/clmhc-hsmbc/backgrounder/plaque/shubenacadie-EN-FR.jpg  

https://www.vmcdn.ca/f/files/glaciermedia/import/lmp-all/1621869-kirs-monument.jpg;w=960  

https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-
kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093  

https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/two-former-residential-schools-to-become-national-historic-sites/  

 

https://pcweb.azureedge.net/-/media/WET4/clmhc-hsmbc/backgrounder/plaque/shubenacadie-EN-FR.jpg
https://www.vmcdn.ca/f/files/glaciermedia/import/lmp-all/1621869-kirs-monument.jpg;w=960
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/two-former-residential-schools-to-become-national-historic-sites/
https://pcweb.azureedge.net/-/media/WET4/clmhc-hsmbc/backgrounder/plaque/shubenacadie-EN-FR.jpg
https://www.vmcdn.ca/f/files/glaciermedia/import/lmp-all/1621869-kirs-monument.jpg;w=960
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/community/kamloops-history-the-dark-and-difficult-legacy-of-the-kamloops-indian-residential-school-4446093
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/two-former-residential-schools-to-become-national-historic-sites/
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Finding The Truth - Activity 2 
 
*Please preview all videos in advance of sharing with learners. Some videos include content and images 
that are likely to evoke an emotional response.  

Share and discuss with learners the documentary Finding Peter Bryce 
(https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=114538)  

 

After viewing the documentary, ask learners questions similar to the following:  

● What new details did you learn about residential schools in Canada?  

● Why did the Canadian government go to such lengths to suppress the information in 
Bryce’s report?  

● How might the information Bryce uncovered have changed Canadians' perspectives on 
residential schools if the report had been published?  

● Discuss the actions Bryce took to try to advocate for children in residential schools?  

Share and discuss the following two images with learners (see resources for full-page images) 

 

Image 1 

 

Pictured: Students and staff of 

Shubenacadie Residential School. 

Complete records related to this 

photograph can be found through the 

National Centre for Truth and 

Reconciliation Archives 

https://archives.nctr.ca/01a-c000006-

d0012-001   

https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=11453
https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=11453
https://archives.nctr.ca/01a-c000006-d0012-001
https://archives.nctr.ca/01a-c000006-d0012-001
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Image 2 

 

 

Pictured: This photo was taken by Cindel 

Knockwood on May 30th, 2021, when 

people started to place shoes at the 

church in Membertou, Nova Scotia  

 

The brother went over to his sister and 

gave her a hug and told her “I would not 

let them take you, like they took all those 

other kids”. With tears in my eyes, I took 

the picture to remember that moment. 

 

Instruct learners to carefully note everything they see in each of the images - who is present (be specific in 

terms of age, gender, profession, etc.), where people are standing or sitting, what time of day it is, what 

buildings are in the background and where the people are in relation to them, who or what is the focus of 

the photograph, etc. 

 

Learners will use their observations to individually draw inferences based on their observations. Who was 
the intended audience for each image? Why were these images taken? What message was the 
photographer trying to convey? Learners may want to take jot notes when considering their 
interpretations. 

 

After learners have had sufficient time to reflect, the teacher can lead a whole class discussion, using the 
above questions as a guide. Learners will share their observations and interpretations.  

 

Next steps 

 

As a possible extension activity, learners may share their interpretations as a creative response or 
personal reflection.  

 

Resources 

(https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=114538)  

Full-size images are on the following pages. 

 

 

 

https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=11453
https://learn360.infobase.com/titles/C54476?aid=11453
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Students and staff of Shubenacadie Residential School 

Teachers can find the complete documentation for this picture in the National Centre for Truth 
and Reconciliation Archives https://archives.nctr.ca/01a-c000006-d0012-001  

Full size image: https://archives.nctr.ca/uploads/r/National-Centre-for-Truth-and-Reconciliation-
NCTR/7/4/f/74fe35685bfe8fb45e5bd9a7bbe48b77c764a372d4982562b33948c8ba311d8f/01a-

c000006-d0012-001.pdf  

 

 

 

https://archives.nctr.ca/01a-c000006-d0012-001
https://archives.nctr.ca/uploads/r/National-Centre-for-Truth-and-Reconciliation-NCTR/7/4/f/74fe35685bfe8fb45e5bd9a7bbe48b77c764a372d4982562b33948c8ba311d8f/01a-c000006-d0012-001.pdf
https://archives.nctr.ca/uploads/r/National-Centre-for-Truth-and-Reconciliation-NCTR/7/4/f/74fe35685bfe8fb45e5bd9a7bbe48b77c764a372d4982562b33948c8ba311d8f/01a-c000006-d0012-001.pdf
https://archives.nctr.ca/uploads/r/National-Centre-for-Truth-and-Reconciliation-NCTR/7/4/f/74fe35685bfe8fb45e5bd9a7bbe48b77c764a372d4982562b33948c8ba311d8f/01a-c000006-d0012-001.pdf
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This photo was taken by Cindel Knockwood on May 30th, 2021 
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Resilience - Activity 1 

Build a common understanding of the term resilience. The following suggestions may be of help.  

● Have learners discuss their understanding of resilience as described using the following 

explanation: in this context, the ability for Indigenous peoples to persevere, survive, and 

overcome the impacts of colonization and the multitude of government-driven policies and 

systems, including residential schools, and to thrive despite the barriers, trauma, and ongoing 

challenges in multiple forms (synonyms: strength; resistance; survival) 

● View two segments of Resilience and the Power of One: from the beginning to 6 minutes and 

from 13:00 minutes to the end.  

○ Ask learners to share one message about resilience they heard in this video. Discuss 
this in terms of the residential school experience.  

○ Instruct groups of learners to discuss one of the “blankets” in terms of an Indigenous 
student’s experience at residential school and the significance of the “blankets” in 
supporting resilience.  

○ Invite thoughts on the importance of being resilient, for self, for family members, and 
for one’s community.  

Blackbird 
Introduce the video for “Blackbird” sung by Emma Stevens.  Tell learners to pay careful attention to how 
the song is sung and what emotions are evoked. The teacher can put learners into small groups or pairs 
to share their thoughts and impressions of the song.  

As a class, discuss the importance of the fact that this song is performed in Mi’kmaw, using the following 
questions as a guide:  

● How can language be used as a symbol of resilience? 

● What is significant about a young artist singing a well-known song in an Indigenous language?  

● How is this song an example of Mi’kmaw resilience? 

 

The teacher can share the following article with learners for additional context and discussion: 

https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2019/05/22/blackbird-mikmaq-indigenous-language  

 

Share one of the following statements with learners to discuss in relation to those who were taken to 
residential schools and then returned home.  

● When a language is lost, there is also a loss of culture and identity.   

● “Remember brothers and sisters: The greater part of our spirituality and culture is embedded in 
our language. That is why it was attacked with such vigour.” Adapted from a quote by Bernie 
Francis in Out of the Depths.  

Tell learners to reflect on these statements in relation to the song that they have just listened to. The 
teacher can choose how learners communicate their reflections, either through an individual creative 
response or discussion.  

https://youtu.be/edMcljKndEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99-LoEkAA3w
https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2019/05/22/blackbird-mikmaq-indigenous-language
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Resources 

Resilience and the power of one by Monique Gray Smith 

“Blackbird” by Emma Stevens  

https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2019/05/22/blackbird-mikmaq-indigenous-language  

 

  

https://youtu.be/edMcljKndEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99-LoEkAA3w
https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2019/05/22/blackbird-mikmaq-indigenous-language
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Resilience - Activity 2 

Begin by posing the question, “Why would someone use art to communicate a message instead of using 
writing, speaking, or another form of communication?” Record learners’ responses on the board, giving 
some suggestions if needed. For example: 

● sometimes a complicated story or an emotion is easier to communicate via images 

● visual art doesn’t need translation 

● art can play to peoples’ strengths 

 

Continue the discussion by giving an example of an artwork that communicates a message. Direct learners 
to take note of the specific things that they notice in the artwork (colours, figures, landscapes, etc.) A 
suggested image is “The Scream” by Kent Monkman (see resources). Examples of items to note are: 

● Who is depicted in the image? 

● What are the figures doing? 

● Where are they located? 

Model using these observations to interpret an artist’s message.  

 

Explain that the artwork that they are viewing today is related to the experience of people affected by the 
residential school system.  

 

Next, set up Chromebooks or other technology in different parts of the classroom, each with an image 
loaded onto the screen (see “suggested resources”). Learners will be placed in small groups and given the 
opportunity to circulate, looking at the artworks presented and taking note of what they see. At this point in 
the activity, discussion should be limited to observations only.   

 

Once learners have completed their observations, they can gather in their small groups to discuss what they 
observed and how it might be interpreted. A question such as, “What is a possible message that the artist is 
trying to communicate with their audience?” can be posed.  

 
Bring the class back together as a large group. Project the images at the front of the class and lead a 

discussion about each one, asking learners to share what they observed and how they interpreted the 

message of each image. Discuss how the artworks have raised learners’ awareness about the impacts of 

residential schools, and how art can be used as a way to process and heal from trauma and grief and 

develop resilience. 

 

  

https://www.kentmonkman.com/painting/2017/1/20/the-scream
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Next steps 

The teacher may choose to extend the learning experience by instructing learners to choose an image that 

interests them and doing research into the artist and their life. Questions such as the following can be 

explored:  

● How does knowing more about the artist’s life and lived experiences inform the viewer?  

● Does it influence how a viewer may interpret the artist’s message? 

Learners may choose how to communicate their findings and interpretations. 

Suggested resources:  

● Loretta Gould - “Taken but not Broken” 
● Mary Ceasar - “The Cattle Truck” 
● Kylie Severight - “Found and Free” 
● Robert McAfee - “Broken Trust”, “The Captive”, “The Monster”, “The New Arrivals”, “Please 

Protect Us” - Aboriginal Residential Schools (robertmcaffee.com) 
 

 

Links for further exploration 

● There Is Truth Here: The Power of Art from Residential Schools on Display | The Tyee 

● 'Getting it on canvas': Yukon artist paints to heal residential school memories | CBC News 

● Loretta Gould: Prayers for Our Lost Children 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.robertmcaffee.com/aboriginal-residential-schools.html
https://thetyee.ca/Culture/2019/04/04/Power-Art-Residential-Schools-Students-Tribute/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/mary-caesar-new-residential-school-painting-series-1.3747127
https://artslinknb.com/blog/2021/09/27/loretta-gould-prayers-for-our-lost-children/
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Reconciliation - Activity 1 

 
Build a common understanding of the term Reconciliation, using the following explanation from the 
Canadian Encyclopedia:  In Canada, the process of reconciliation is tied to the federal government’s 
relationship with  Indigenous peoples. The term has come to describe attempts made by individuals and 
institutions to raise awareness about colonization and its ongoing effects on Indigenous peoples. 
Reconciliation also refers to efforts made to address the harms caused by various policies and programs of 
colonization, such as residential schools.  

 

Discuss the following questions and concepts: 

● What role does learning the truth about residential school play in Canada’s goal for reconciliation? 

● Why is it important to consider who determines what is true? 

● How reconciliation is a process, and means different things to different people (e.g., an apology on 
its own is not reconciliation, flying a flag is not reconciliation, etc.) 

● How does reconciliation involve working together and listening? 

 

Post and discuss the following statement by the Honourable Murray Sinclair, former senator and first 

appointed Chair of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC): 

 

“Words are not enough to address the cultural genocide of residential school on Indigenous 
communities…Reconciliation is not an Indigenous problem — it is a Canadian problem. It 
involves all of us."   

The TRC met with survivors and archived a collection of survivor testimonies.   

● Why is this so important?   

● What can be learned from this in support of Reconciliation?  

● Why is it impactful?  

In 2015, the TRC Calls to Action and the final report were released. Calls to Action 71–76 deal specifically 
with “Missing Children and Burial Information.” In May of 2021, 215 unmarked graves were identified at the  
site of the former Kamloops Residential school, sparking national outrage and international attention.  
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/remains-of-215-children-found-at-former-residential-school-in 
british-columbia/   

Share the story from APTN News link above, and offer the following points for learners to discuss in small  
groups, followed by whole class sharing:  

● Why did it take so long after the 2015 public acknowledgement of unmarked graves at residential 
schools for these remains of 215 Indigenous children to be recovered?  

● How did these first 215 graves start a national conversation?   
○ What was the impact on Indigenous peoples?  
○ What was the impact on non-Indigenous Canadians?  
○ What was the impact on you when you first heard this news story?  

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/reconciliation-in-canada
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/remains-of-215-children-found-at-former-residential-school-in
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/remains-of-215-children-found-at-former-residential-school-in
https://www.aptnnews.ca/national-news/remains-of-215-children-found-at-former-residential-school-in
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● Do you think this news story impacted how non-Indigenous Canadians viewed the survivor accounts 
told through the TRC report? Explain.  

● When these first 215 remains were recovered, there was immense media coverage. The findings of 
the TRC say that there were thousands of deaths in residential schools, and through ongoing 
recoveries at former residential schools since the news release from Kamloops, the number of 
unmarked graves is climbing.   

○ Many have commented that the media coverage of news reports of unmarked graves is 
much less than since the Kamloops news story. What are your thoughts?  

○ Is the social media attention the same? What are your thoughts as to why or why not?  
What do you feel is the sentiment in Canada about residential schools now as compared to 
May 2021? 

 

 

Committing to Reconciliation  
 

Instruct learners to consider what individual and collective roles they can play in Reconciliation. As a 
class or in small groups, have learners develop action plans to address what they will do to be part of 
Reconciliation. Ideas for student action could include:  

● conducting interviews and research to understand the lasting impacts of 
intergenerational trauma, as a way of committing to learning the truth  

● using primary and secondary sources to write accounts of a survivor’s story or to create 
portraits of survivors  

● setting a path for educating others about the truth of residential schools  

● identifying and enacting ways to bring ongoing awareness to the continued recoveries of 
Indigenous childrens’ remains on the sites of former residential schools 

● researching hashtags associated with residential schools, Orange Shirt Day, and 
Reconciliation to analyse social media posts for what they are saying about the topic 

Other ideas may come from the following links: 
○ https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/longform-single/beyond-

94??&amp;cta=1&cta=1  
○ https://globalnews.ca/video/8190213/meaningful-ways-to-mark-canadas-first 

ever-truth-and-reconciliation-day  
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Where My Understanding Is Now - Closing Activity 

This next piece should be done as a closing and should follow other learning experiences in this package.  
It should not stand alone; the background understanding gathered through any of the preceding 
learning experiences will give greater meaning to what is explored here.  

Watch and invite comments about the Vimeo video: Educating Our Youth, to help focus students on 
their own learning about residential school and how their learning has impacted them.   

https://vimeo.com/channels/1737716/75812900 (4m 09s)  

Tell learners to pause, reflect, and record a single thought, word, image, fact, memory, etc. about what 
they have learned about residential school or how it has made them feel. These could be recorded on 
index cards, on a Jamboard, or in written journal responses. Teachers can organize these responses by 
theme and topic to facilitate a class discussion.  

This could also be done in a sharing circle if learners are comfortable sharing in this way:  

● Arrange the classroom so learners and the teacher can sit in a sharing circle. One by one, in a 
clockwise direction, each person says what they wrote and speaks briefly about its 
significance to them.  

○ It is acceptable if a learner decides to read only what’s on their index card and pass 
on commenting further. It is also acceptable if a learner prefers to pass on 
contributing at all, although each voice should be encouraged to be shared.  

○ Remind learners that the essence of a sharing circle respects each person’s voice, 
requiring that each person speaks only when it is their turn; in other words, no one is 
to comment, question, or interrupt when another person is speaking.   

○ Depending on the number of learners in your room, the teacher may wish to divide 
the group into 2 or 3 smaller sharing circles. 

 

https://vimeo.com/channels/1737716/75812900

